
FROM CARBON TO
SIMPLY BETTER CONCRETE

REDUCING THE CARBON 
FOOTPRINT OF BUILDINGS 
AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER 

CarbonCure is leading a global mission to reduce
the carbon footprint of the built environment by
using recycled CO2 to improve the manufacturing
process of the world’s most abundant man-made
material: concrete.

The CarbonCure Technology is installed in concrete
product plants across the world to inject waste CO2
into concrete during mixing. Once injected, the CO2
becomes chemically converted to a mineral and
permanently embedded in the concrete.

Most importantly, CO2 mineralization reduces the
carbon footprint of concrete masonry products
without impacting product quality.

There is an urgency to act now to
reduce the embodied carbon in new
construction developments. It’s
imperative that as designers,
developers, and builders we support
the rapid scaling of technologies,
tools and processes that reduce
carbon emission from the
manufacturing of building materials.

“

”
Stacy Smedley
Director of
Sustainability,
Skanska

CARBONCURE CONCRETE MASONRY PRODUCTS 
FOR DESIGNERS & BUILDERS

For more information visit www.carboncure.com



HAVE YOUR CAKE AND EAT IT TOO

Designers and developers can capitalize on the unique
qualities of concrete masonry they rely on: strength,
resiliency, versatility, durability, sound-reduction and
thermal-insulation – with a reduced carbon footprint.

IT’S AS EASY AS FLIPPING A SWITCH

CO2 mineralization with the CarbonCure Technology has
no impact on construction schedules or on the hardened
properties of concrete masonry products, including
strength, durability, fire-rating, color or texture

SOMETHING TO GET EXCITED ABOUT

CarbonCure is a finalist in the global NRG COSIA Carbon
XPRIZE Challenge. Featuring the innovative CarbonCure
Technology is a great way for building and infrastructure
developers to take real action to reduce carbon impacts.

CarbonCure concrete masonry units saved over 3,000 lb
CO2 on MGM National Harbor Resort in Washington DC

CarbonCure saved as much CO2 on the concrete 
masonry in  Michigan Institute of Technology’s student 
housing as an acre of trees would absorb in a year. 

Tridel showcased its condo building’s carbon reduction 
using signs through its parking garage in Toronto

For more information visit www.carboncure.com

A CONCRETE SOLUTION TO REDUCE EMBODIED CARBON

TOGETHER, WE CAN SAVE UP TO 500 MILLION 
TONS OF CO2 EMISSIONS EVERY YEAR

CarbonCure concrete masonry units in the Mackenzie
Vaughn Hospital in Ontario saved 12,455 lb of CO2.
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